
 

Frequency Class Info Sheet 

Frequency is a modern, striking quilt pattern by Desert Bloom Quilting by Jessica Caldwell.  
Instructor is Kristin Jacobs, kjacobs24@yahoo.com, 302-465-2623 
 
Supply List: 
 - Sewing machine you are familiar with that is in good working order 
 - 1/4 inch foot 
 - Creative Grids Perfect Rectangle Ruler (CGRTMT3) 
 - Cutting Mat and Rotary Cutter 
 - Thread snips 
 - coordinating Thread and bobbins 
 - print fabrics and background fabric (see fabric requirements in pattern) 

Everything you need is available at Blue Hen Quilt Shop! 
 

Print Fabric Tips: 

Best to avoid directional fabrics for this pattern. 

The easiest way to determine the amount of print fabric you need is to decide on the size you want to make, and how 

many prints you want to use.  A 1/4 yard of each print is enough to make 2 full 'waves'.   Here is how many 'waves' 

needed by quilt size: 

Quilt Size # of waves needed 

Lap Size 10 waves 

Throw Size 18 waves 

Twin Size 21 waves 

Full/Double Size 28 waves 

Queen Size 32 waves 

King Size 41 waves 

 

Homework:  Please have your print and background fabrics cut into strips before the class. We will cut the triangles 

during class. If you would like some guidance when cutting your fabric, Kristin works on Friday's, and you are welcome to 

work on your cutting during our Free Sew time each Friday. 

Print Fabric Cutting Tips: 

From each 1/4 yard of print fabric, cut across the length of fabric (parallel to selvage/LOF). Cut two strips from each 

fabric 3 ½, 4 ½, 5 ½ and 6 ½ inches. If you leave the fabric folded (as on bolt), you will get two pieces with each cut.  

Background Fabric Cutting Tips: 

You will be cutting along the width of fabric (WOF) strips the following widths; 6 ½, 5 ½, 4 ½, 3 ½, 2 ½,    1 ½, 1 ¼ inches.  

See table 1 on page 3 of the pattern to determine the number of strips needed from the background fabric. 
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